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Abstract

Centimeter-scale orbit determination is necessary for satellite navigation

and spaceborne geodesy. Orbits are sensitive to perturbations such as

radiation pressure (RP) due to solar radiation as well as planetary albedo

and thermal emissions. This project investigated sensitivities of orbit pre-

dictions to varying complexity in RPmodels for the Lunar Reconnaissance

Orbiter (LRO) at β ≈ 0◦. We found that solar RP dominates but lunar RP

affects secular variations in semi-major axis and argument of periapsis. A

constant-albedo lunarmodel and a paneled LROmodel are recommended

for precise radial and along-track positioning.

Background

LRO was launched in June 2009 and mapped the Moon from a polar orbit

at 50 km altitude [1]. To exploit the accuracy of its laser altimeter, errors of

at most 50–100 m (total) and 1 m (radial) are required. Even minor dynamic

mismodeling impacts altimetry data reduction and may bias scientific inter-

pretation. Understanding the effect of RP modeling choices on LRO’s orbit

can contribute to a more robust error budget of orbit determination results.

The models from this work were integrated into and results were obtained

with the TUDelftAstrodynamics Toolbox (http://tudat.tudelft.nl/). Theywill

be used for future research and education activities at TU Delft.

Source and target models

Sun: Point source with position from ephemeris.

Moon: Discretized into 70 000 uniform panels (≥770 visible). Albedo

distribution can vary spatially due to a low-resolution spherical

harmonics expansion (DLAM-1 [2]) or constant (with DLAM-1 mean).

Thermal emissions are based on the spacecraft–subsolar point angle.

LRO: Can be paneled (10 panels, SA tracks Sun) or a ”cannonball”

(sphere of paneled-equivalent cross section with fixed reflectivity).
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Figure 1. RP components and their models of varying complexity.

Results: Radiation pressure acceleration

We predicted a 2.5-day arc (32 revolutions) with ephemeris-based initial

conditions such that β = 1.7◦, i.e., LRO crosses above the subsolar point.

RP accelerations due to Sun (asun) and Moon (amoon) are shown in Figure 2.

Noteworthy observations:

Radial RP: The radial components (top row) dominate, particularly

above the subsolar point. Since they oppose each other, considering

lunar RP dampens periodic change in radial position (Figure 3).

Along-track RP: The along-track component of asun (middle row) is large

away from but symmetric about the subsolar point. This leads to

along-track drift, which changes the argument of periapsis (Figure 4).

Along-track and cross-track components of amoon have opposite signs

for cannonball and paneled target models.

All accelerations vanish in the eclipse region, including thermal. The

Sun is occulted for 42% of the orbit (47 min out of 113 min).

A paneled target model allows more nuance over an orbit, e.g., due to

solar panel pointing; there is no single equivalent cannonball model.
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Figure 2. RP accelerations due to Sun and Moon. Note the different y-axis scales.

Results: Change in orbit
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Figure 3. Difference in position w.r.t. baseline (no RP) after 2.5 days. Results are invariant

with albedo distribution. The secular radial error for a paneled target is below 20 cm but

varies periodically up to 14 m. The cross-track difference is negligible.
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Figure 4. Change in mean orbital elements w.r.t. baseline after 2.5 days. Lunar RP

increases the semi-major axis change but reduces the argument of periapsis change.

Conclusion

Solar RP is the largest contributor; lunar RP particularly affects the

semi-major axis and argument of periapsis.

Since the exposed cross section changes over an orbit, a cannonball

model with fixed properties is inappropriate for complex spacecraft.

The choice of constant albedo or DLAM-1 does not influence RP

accelerations, likely since thermal lunar radiation dominates.

Solar RP has virtually no computational overhead, but high-resolution

lunar paneling increases the walltime duration elevenfold; a paneled

target only has overhead in conjunction with a paneled source.
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